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About This Game

In 911 OPERATOR, you take on the role of an emergency dispatcher, who has to rapidly deal with the incoming reports. Your
task is not just to pick up the calls, but also to react appropriately to the situation – sometimes giving first aid instructions is

enough, at other times a police, fire department or paramedics’ intervention is a necessity. Keep in mind, that the person on the
other side of the line might turn out to be a dying daughter’s father, an unpredictable terrorist, or just a prankster. Can you

handle all of this?

PLAY ON ANY CITY IN THE WORLD*

Check out thousands of cities from all around the world. The Free Play mode lets you choose a city to play on - the game will
download its map, along with real streets, addresses and the emergency infrastructure. You can also try the Career mode, which
contains 6 cities with unique events – survive an earthquake in San Francisco and save Washington, D.C. from bomb attacks.

MANAGE TEAMS

A number of police, fire department and paramedic units are at your disposal. The forces may use a variety of vehicles (from
common ambulances to police helicopters), essential equipment (e.g., bulletproof vests, first aid kits and technical tools) and

consist of team members with different abilities.
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PEOPLE’S LIVES ARE IN YOUR HANDS!

Main features:

Over 50 recorded dialogues inspired by real calls: serious and dramatic, but sometimes also funny or annoying.

Real First Aid instructions.

Opportunity to play on any city in the world!

6 selected cities in Career mode, featuring unique calls and events.

More than 140 types of reports to encounter.

12 types of emergency vehicles (including helicopters, police cars and motorcycles).

***
The game requires Internet connection to download free maps. The offline game is available after downloading the maps.

All map data © OpenStreetMap authors

* The term “city” is used within the meaning of OpenStreetMap service and relates to urban areas described as “city” or “town”
therein.

CHECK OUT MORE FROM GAMES OPERATORS:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/793460/112_Operator/?utm_source=112&utm_medium=steam&utm_campaign=112_desc
https://store.steampowered.com/app/936490/Counter_Terrorist_Agency/?utm_source=go_cta&utm_medium=steam&utm_cam

paign=go_cta_desc
https://store.steampowered.com/app/871530/Radio_Commander/?utm_source=go_rc&utm_medium=steam&utm_campaign=g

o_rc_desc
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Title: 911 Operator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Jutsu Games
Publisher:
Games Operators, PlayWay S.A.
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 Mb

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Neccessary

Additional Notes: This game is simple :)

English,French,German,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese,Czech,Korean,Turkish
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It is a nice small and simple game that's addictive enough that you'll do at least one playthrough. A playthrough takes about 2
hours and since I got it for a steal on sale, it feels well worth the money I paid.. Fun Game To Play !. A very fun game, it really
gets the heart racing when the opposition is right behind you all the way to the checkered flag.. ITS PRETTY GOOD GAME
YEAH. (If you 'd rather not read this review, you at least owe it to youself to watch the trailer on the Safety First! Store Page.)

Safety First! is a surprisingly clever and well-designed twin stick physics game, as much a puzzle game as one based on
dexterity. The premise is that the gamer must control a stick-figure character to fix electrical problems by using Magical Yellow
Repair Liquid (MYRL) directed toward the damaged area through a tool hanging from the character\u2019s waist. (In simple
language, urinating onto sparking electrical wires to fix them. WARNING!! Do NOT try this at home! It does not work, and
may get you arrested if done outdoors!)

Certainly, the most obvious aspect of Safety First! is humorous irreverence. But beyond that is a genuinely fun game with 69
levels (yeah, right) and 34 achievements (enough based on failure to make gamers of all levels happy.) There are three game
modes, two of which need to be unlocked by successful gameplay. Included for an additional challenge is \u201cDRNK\u201d
mode, or drunk play plus German profanity. The best part of Safety First!; failure triggers bloody separation (or crushing, etc.)
of various body parts. While it\u2019s a difficult game, the learning curve is reasonable, and some quantity of really hard levels
can be skipped. (All these statements are based on completion of only twenty plus levels in the basic mode.)

Safety First! is a clever and surprisingly nuanced game in which a controller is strongly suggested. It\u2019s a very inexpensive
game (on sale for $2USD), and the first seventeen reviews give it a perfect score. Highly recommended, but seemingly with no
great surprises either way if you like this type of game as much as this player does.

Thank you.. This could be a great game and the graphics are nice and it's small in size (only 73mb) but unfortunately I have to
put the infamous [UNPLAYABLE] stamp on it. It features really bad controls and some useful keys cannot be bind. It feels
more like racing on the track walls than anything else. There is no hud info on your current racing position. A lot of times the
A.I. is stubbornly trying to drive through the walls and waste a ton of time to do. Due to bad AI there is no real challenge. The
space key says Jump but all it does is suddenly halt your vehicle even in the air. If features races and when you done it's over.
It's just weird gameplay all around, and tge gameplay does not resemble a racing game at all. Too bad, because a lot of effort
went into the design of the game, but not much into polishing the gameplay itself. It's basically unplayable, so not
recommended.. I must say this is an amazing experience!
Not only it is free but it is also an immersive short game that turns upside down and had my feelings rage!
I wanna say that if a game is good i remember it after i play it and this one is one of those games and there are not a lot of
experiences on the vive that make me remember them after i finished them.
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Great job devs you should be proud of this experience.

"The Price Of Freedom"!. Absolutely brilliant. I'm an accomplished guitarist and I've also got Rocksmith but this is great.

Want to have a twang, pick the guitar up and genuinelly have a nice time playing stuff you'd never ever dream of while just
chillaxing? This is brilliant. Love it.
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Pure Nerd SH!Te. https://youtu.be/Y3OSMVwzkmw

The random enemy spawns and limited AI makes this Shoot-em-up more of shooting gallery. The limited scope offered quickly
exhausts any drive to play this game.. Keeps you thinking.. good story
+good character design
+nice music
+++main character is easy to understand and very, human like
++-gut wrenching
=cheesy as ♥♥♥♥, both good and bad way
--bad looping of musick
--=+no ghost ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
---too little hours, to complete game, shortness of story that actually hurts
overall 7,9/10

one of these things is not like the others. Funny Cool Game!. Very short freeware visual novel, with a single achievement
attached. That achievement is quite fun, by the way. Just like the novel. I liked the amount of different languages I can read
through...

Generally, I suggest this Carpe Diem piece to all people who don't mind reading some short novels about social relations... And
to all achievement hunters, for a quite easy complete game.

And I suggest Carpe Diem as a motto to all people who are spending time like me now. Seriously. What am I doing with my
life?! Oh, gosh, that's too pathetic.

Mark 9\/10.. I don't understand how to get to the extras...?
After updating the DLC, i opened the game as usual but nothing..?
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